GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)  
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)  
(RAILWAY BOARD)  

THE GENERAL MANAGERS  
ALL INDIAN RAILWAYS/ PRODUCTION UNITS  
(AS PER STANDARD LIST)  

THE CAO (R)  
RCF/ RAE BARELI  

NO. E(O)III-2014/PM/26 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE  
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-  

1. SHRI K.B. NANDA, HAG/IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO(CON)/ NORTHERN  
RAILWAY, SHOULD BE POSTED AS FA&CAO, IN NORTHERN RAILWAY ITSELF AGAINST  
AN EXISTING VACANCY;  

2. SHRI B.B. VERMA, HAG/IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO/NORTHEAST  
FRONTIER RAILWAY SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHERN RAILWAY AND POSTED  
AS FA&CAO(CON) VICE SHRI K.B. NANDA;  

3. SHRI RAVI PRABHAT, HAG/IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO(SYSTEM)/  
nORTHERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE POSTED AS FA&CAO(C-I) IN NORTHERN RAILWAY  
ITSELF AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;  

4. MS. SAANDHAY DEEP DAS, HAG/IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO/ RCF(RBL),  
SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHERN RAILWAY AND POSTED AS  
FA&CAO(SYSTEM), VICE SHRI RAVI PRABHAT;  

5. SHRI ROBIN DEKA, SAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS EDPC-I/ RB, SHOULD BE  
TRANSFERRED TO NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY AND APPOINTED IN HA GRADE  
AND POSTED AS FA&CAO/ NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY VICE SHRI B B VERMA;  

6. SHRI SULTAN H MUSHATHICK, SAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO(C) /  
nORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO ICF AND APPOINTED  
in HA GRADE AND POSTED AS FA&CAO/ ICF AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;  

7. SHRI ALOKE BISWAS, HAG/ IRAS, CURRENTLY POSTED AS FA&CAO(C)/ EASTERN  
RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY AND POSTED AS  
FA&CAO AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;  

8. SHRI N K AKTARUZZAMAN, HAG/ IRAS, CURRENTLY POSTED AS FA&CAO/ EAST COAST  
RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EASTERN RAILWAY AND POSTED AS  
FA&CAO(C) VICE SHRI ALOKE BISWAS;  

9. SHRI VIJAY KUMAR, SAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO/ SOUTH EASTERN  
RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EAST COAST RAILWAY AND APPOINTED IN  
HA AND POSTED AS FA&CAO/ EAST COAST RAILWAY VICE SHRI N K AKTARUZZAMAN;  

10. SHRI B C MEENA, SAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO/ W&S/ NORTH  
WESTERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED IN HA AND POSTED AS FA&CAO(C)/  
NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY, BY RESTORING THE POST OF FA&CAO(C)/ NORTH  
WESTERN RAILWAY (POST CODE 10540) TO HAG BY UTILIZING THE HAG/ IRAS  
ELEMENT OF NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY TRANSFERRED TO RCF/ RBL;  

......2/-
11. SHRI B N RAO, HAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO(C) / SOUTHERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE POSTED AS FA&CAO/ SOUTHERN RAILWAY ITSELF AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

12. MS. MANJULA RANGARAJAN, SAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS DRM/ TPJ/ SOUTHERN RAILWAY, ON BEING RELIEVED FROM THE POST OF DRM, SHOULD BE APPOINTED IN HAG AND POSTED AS FA&CAO(C) ON SOUTHERN RAILWAY ITSELF VICE SHRI B N RAO; AND

13. SHRI ATUL MOHAN, SAG/ IRAS, PRESENTLY WORKING AS FA&CAO/ DLW, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY AND APPOINTED IN HAG AND POSTED AS FA&CAO(C)/ NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY (POST CODE 12851).

DATES ON WHICH ABOVE OFFICERS RELINQUISH/ ASSUME CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED.

RAILWAYS.

Copy to :-

1. PS/MR, PS/MSR(K), PS/MSR(A), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MSR(A) & EDPG/MSR(K).
2. PSOs/ Sr. PPSs/ PPSs to CRB, FC, MT, ML, MS, ME, MM, Secretary, AM/Budget, AM/Finance, Adv(Conf.), OSD(PRI), EDCC, JS(G), JS(C)/CRB, JS(E), JS(Dep.), JS, EDA, EDIP, EDE(GC), EDF(BC), EDE(RRB), ED(T&MPP), DIR.(ESTT.), DS(E)/SpI, DS(E), DS(C), US(D), US(C), Vig.(C), E(GC), ERB-I Cash-I, 'G'.Br., G.(Accom), Telecom, Protocol, Library & Reception Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, All Indian Railways.
4. The FA & CAOs, All Indian Railways/ PUs.
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No.370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The JD/ Pay & Accounts, Railway Board.
13. Shri Robin Deka, IRAS, Railway Board.
14. RBCC for updating on the website.

O. No. Sc/12